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ABSTRACT
Turbulent forced convection heat transfer in a parallel plate channel partially or totally filled with a
porous layer is studied numerically. The walls of the duct are non-permeable and heated uniformly at the
same temperature. The present model adopts a single domain approach using continuity conditions at the
interface. The governing equations (continuity, momentum, energy and κ-ε turbulence model) are solved
by applying the finite volume method. The Darcy-Brinkman-Forchheimer model is used in momentum
equations, kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate using the κ-ε turbulence model with adapted law
of the wall. The obtained numerical results allow us to evaluate the effect of key parameters namely the
Reynolds number, the thickness of the porous layer, its permeability, its porosity and the effective
thermal conductivity on the flow and heat transfer. It is highlighted that the turbulent kinetic energy is
strongly influenced by the permeability and the porous layer thickness. It is found that the presence of
the porous medium substantially increases the heat transfer for an optimum thickness for very specific
conditions.
Keywords: Heat transfer; κ-ε model; Finite volume method; Parallel plates; Porous media.

NOMENCLATURE
CF
Cp
Da
Dh
H
I
J
k
K
L
Nu
p
Pr
Rc
ReH
Rep
T
U
UD

forchheimer inertia coefficient

fluid specific heat
Darcy number
hydraulic diameter
channel height
turbulence intensity
viscosity ratio
thermal conductivity
permeability of the porous substrate
channel length
Nusselt number
pressure
Prandtl number
thermal conductivity ratio
Reynolds number based on hydraulic
diameter
Reynolds number based on pore diameter
temperature
mean flow velocity
darcy velocity

ε
κ
ρ
λ
ϕ
σ
µ
ν
δp

dissipation rate of turbulent energy
turbulent kinetic energy
density
constant
porosité
turbulent Prandtl number
dynamic Viscosity
kinematic viscosity
thickness layer

Subscripts
in
inlet of channel
eff
effective
av
average
f
fluid
p
porous medium
w
wall of channel
s
bulk (solid matrix)
t
turbulence
C-f
critical fluid region
C-p
critical fluid region
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1.

documented.

INTRODUCTION

2.

Heat transfer in porous media has many industrial
and environmental applications, such as heat
exchangers, chemical reactors or heat pipe
technology. The insertion of a porous medium into
a fluid channel efficiently improves the heat transfer
performance because of the increase of the contact
surface with the fluid. The porous medium alters the
flow conditions yielding a thinner boundary layer
and changes the heat conduction coefficient, which
is generally higher than the fluid under
investigation.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

2.1 Domain of Study
The mathematical model is based on the transport
equations for turbulent Newtonian fluid in a flat
duct partially or totally filled by a porous
medium. The walls are heated at a constant
temperature Tw=400 K. The fluid (water) at the
inlet of the channel has a constant velocity U0
and is at a constant temperature T0=300 K. The
turbulence intensity at the inlet is set at 5%. The
length of the channel L is chosen so that the flow
is hydrodynamically and thermally fully
developed at high Reynolds numbers. The
thermodynamic properties of the fluid are taken
at the average mixing temperature Tav=350 K.
The physical domain is schematically shown in
Fig. 1.

Two approaches have often been used to establish
turbulence models in a porous medium. The first is
based on the macroscopic Darcy-Forchheimer
model. The second is based on averaged Reynolds
equations. Both methods use the κ-ε closure model.
Silva and De Lemos (2003) used the second method
and analyzed the influence of the interfacial
condition between the fluid and the porous medium
in a partially porous channel. Antohe and Lage
(1997) concluded that the effect of the porous
medium is to reduce the rate of turbulence,
especially if the permeability is low. Kuznetsov et
al. (2002) suggested that in most porous media, the
turbulent flow in the fluid region is re-laminarized
in the porous region. Getachew et al. (2000)
developed a modified form of the κ-ε model for
turbulence in porous media. Their approach is based
on time averaging the Darcy Brinkman
Forchheimer equation.

It is assumed that the flow is in a steady state,
incompressible and two-dimensional on average.
The permeability and thermal conductivity of the
porous medium are homogeneous and isotropic.

The presence of two regions of different natures in
the same physical domain, a porous region through
which flows a fluid and a clear fluid region. Both
require the introduction of a fluid/porous interface
to define the associated boundary conditions.

Fig. 1. Physical domain.

Silva and De Lemos (2003) presented a numerical
study for a turbulent flow in a partially porous
channel by introducing a new parameter, which
represents the jump constraint. Note that the main
consideration was to include the continuity of shear
stress at the interface. Their assumption led to an
intimate dependence between the characteristics of
the porous medium and the jump constraint. Zhu
and Kuznetsov (2005) assumed the absence of
turbulence in the porous medium occurred when the
fluid part has a high turbulence rate. Two models
have been analyzed and compared (algebraic
Cebeci-Smith method and κ-ε). The results showed
that there is a significant difference between the
values of the Nusselt number calculated by the two
methods. De Lemos (2005) considered, in addition
to the shear jump at the interface, the diffusional
jump of κ. He proved that this assumption reflects
more accurately the reality.

The conservation equations modeling the problem
are described in Lage's work (1997). The closing
coefficients used in the κ-ε model are given by
Hanjalic and Launder (1976) for clear
medium (𝜙 = 1
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐷𝑎 ⇢ ∞): 𝐶𝜇 = 0,09,
𝐶𝜖1 = 1,44, 𝐶𝜖2 = 1,92, 𝜎𝑘 = 1,0, 𝜎𝜀 = 1,3. The
standard κ-ε model is unsuitable for the region close
to the wall and requires special treatment. The
logarithmic law of the wall of Hanjalic and Launder
(1976) is retained in this study.
As in the works of Allouache and Chikh (2008) and
Chan et al. (2007), a single domain hybrid
modeling is chosen. This approach allows avoiding
the connection of conservation equations at the
microscopic (fluid) and macroscopic (porous
medium) scales at the fluid/porous interface. The
writing of the connection conditions on either side
of the interface remains indeed a subject of
controversy (Chan et al., 2007).

In the present study, the flow and heat transfer in a
parallel plate channel partially or totally filled with
a porous medium are analyzed. Governing
equations are discretized and solved for both
domains using a single numerical methodology. The
κ-ε turbulence model is used at the macroscopic
scale. The effects of the porous matrix on the flow
regime and heat transfer are analyzed and

2.2 Governing Equations
Given these assumptions, the transport equations
inside a representative elementary volume (REV),
written for convenience in tensor notation, as in
Getachew et al. (2000) are cast in the following
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σε is the turbulent Prandtl number for dissipation
rate of turbulence kinetic energy.
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At the porous/fluid region (𝑥 = 𝛿𝑝 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥 =
𝐻 − 𝛿𝑝 ): For simplicity, the classical condition of
continuity given by Allouache et al. (2008) is
imposed on the fluid/porous interface on velocities,
temperature, turbulent kinetic energy and the
dissipation rate. The following interface conditions,
therefore, need to be satisfied.
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σκ is the turbulent Prandtl number for kinetic
energy.
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At the exit of the channel (𝑥 = 𝐿): a fully
developed flow and a negligible axial diffusion are
imposed.
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Equation of Turbulent Kinetic Energy
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At the channel inlet (x = 0):

U  U 0 , V  0, T  T 0

is the turbulent viscosity.

σt is the turbulent
temperature.
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Table 1 Comparison of the Nusselt number (Nu) for laminar flow
Meshing Nusselt computed Present study
Clear fluid channel 50 x 30
porous channel

T
y

50 x 30

 R    T
 c  t 
  Pr  t  y

f

Nusselt Bejan, (1984)

Error (%)

7.54098

7.54

0.013

9.88207

9.87

0.122

duct filled with a porous medium respectively.
(14)

We consider the case of a constant viscosity
(eff/f=1), Eq. (17) allows us to plot the laminarturbulent transition curve in a porous medium for
different values of its permeability. Two flow zones
are distinguished from Fig. 2.

p

With the single domain approach, the following
limit values of the parameters specific to the porous
medium make it possible to define the type of the
medium:
a) For a fluid medium:

J  1,  Rc  1,  1 and K  

(15)

b) For a porous medium:

J  1,  Rc  1,  1 and
K very low finitevalue

3.

(16)

NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

The Navier-Stokes and Energy equations are solved
on the orthogonal cartesian coordinate system using
the finite volume method. The velocity components
are stored on a staggered mesh. The convectiondiffusion terms are approximated using the QUICK
(Quadratic Upwind Interpolation for Convective
Kinematics) scheme. The SIMPLE iterative
algorithm is used for the treatment of velocitypressure coupling and the line-by-line method is
adopted in solving systems of algebraic equations.

Fig. 2. Turbulent transition curve in the porous
medium.
Above the curve, the flow is turbulent in both
regions. Below, the flow is laminar in the porous
region. The results of this plot allow choosing
adequate conditions in order to achieve turbulence
in the porous region.

Computations are carried out within half of the
domain, assuming axial symmetry of the flow. After
several trial computations to test the code
sensitivity, a 100 x 50 mesh in X and Y coordinates
respectively, allows satisfactory accuracy in
hydrodynamically and thermally fully developed
flow. The convergence criterion of the iterative
process is given by the value of the residue,
normalized by the flow rate of the variables at the
inlet of the pipe, fixed at 10-4.

4.

Comparisons are made in laminar and turbulent
regimes for both cases of clear fluid channel and
fully porous channel. A length L = 4m and a height
H= 0.02m are considered for validation of the
laminar flow case.
Table 1 gives a comparison of the computed values
with the analytical solutions for fully developed
laminar flow (Bejan, 1984). The relative deviation
from the analytical solutions are found less than
0.2%.

By applying the principle of mass flow conservation
for a channel partially filled by a porous medium,
the Reynolds number that defines the flow regime
in the porous medium as a function of its
permeability is written:
Re

in

 ReC  f 

ReC  p 
eff
D a f

VALIDATION

For turbulent flow conditions, the validation of the
computational code is established for the porous
limit case corresponding to clear fluid (ϕ=1 and
Da→∞) The results are given in Table 2.

(17)

The length of the channel is fixed to L=6m to
ensure that the flow is dynamically and thermally
established. The validation is done by comparison
with the values of Nusselt number calculated from
the correlations of Dittus-Boelter (1930) and
Gnielinsky (1976).

Where Da is Darcy number based on the hydraulic
diameter of the duct (Da = K/Dh2).
ReC-f ≈ 3000 and ReC-p ≈ 300 are the values of
Reynolds number corresponding to the laminarturbulent transition in a clear fluid channel and in a
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Table 2 Comparison of the Nusselt number (Nu) for turbulent flow
Reference
Present study
Correlation

195.7
Dittus - Boelter (1930)

187.5

Gnielinski (1976)

207.6

The maximum relative differences vary between
2% and 6% for Reynolds numbers ranging from 104
to 105. A good agreement is observed for the both
considered cases.

5.

ComputedNu

profile at the exit section is shown in Fig. 4. Notice
that for the same Darcy number, an increase in the
Reynolds number at the inlet of the channel leads to
an increase in the velocity magnitude. The velocity
profile remains flat in the presence of the porous
medium in the central part of the channel.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A peak of turbulent kinetic energy is observed in
the near-wall region while the value of  is almost
null in the central part of the channel as it is
highlighted in Fig. 5. The porous medium increases
the viscous and inertial forces and causes a greater
friction compared to the clear fluid channel.

The numerical study is carried out to investigate the
forced convection heat transfer induced by a
turbulent flow in a parallel plate channel partially or
totally filled with a porous or fibrous material. The
values used in the simulations are: T0=300K,
Tw=400K, kf=0.665W/m/K, Pr=2.4 (Water at
Tav=350K), kp/kf=100, Rc=keff/kf=10.9, μeff/μf=1,
CF=0.1.
To have fully developed conditions at the exit of
the channel for different values of the Reynolds
number, the values of the channel length and the
distance between the plates are respectively taken
equal to 10m and 0.02m. The results are obtained
at the exit of the channel. For the given axial
symmetry, the spatial variations of the dynamic
and thermal fields are represented on half of the
height.
For a fully porous channel, the influence of
permeability of the porous medium on the axial
velocity profile is shown in Fig. 3. The results show
that the velocity profile becomes more and more
flattened for lower Darcy number. The velocity
gradients increase near the walls because of the
damping effect of the porous material and the shear
stresses near the wall. We can notice that the axial
velocity profile in the center part of the channel
becomes relatively insensitive to the permeability
when the Darcy number values exceed 10-3.

Fig. 4. Effect of Reynolds number and Darcy
number on the velocity profile at the exit of the
fully porous channel.

Fig. 5. Profile of turbulent kinetic energy at the
exit of the fully porous channel (For Da=10-3,
Rc=10.9).
The spatial evolution of the temperature shows that,
for the same thermal conductivity ratio (Rc=10.9),
the temperature increases when the flow velocity in
the channel is low. It is also noted that the
temperature increases rapidly when the porous
matrix conductivity is more important. These
observations are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 3. Effect of Darcy number on the axial
velocity profile at the exit of the fully porous
channel (For Re=104, Rc=10.9).
The effect of Reynolds number on the velocity
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strength of the porous medium cause a strong
kinetic energy gradient.

Fig. 6. Effect of Reynolds number and thermal
conductivity ratio on the temperature profile at
the exit of the fully porous channel (For Da=10-3).
For simulations related to channel partially filled by
a porous medium, the evolution of the axial velocity
and the turbulent kinetic energy for different
thicknesses of the porous layer, occupying from
20% to 80% of the channel height, are studied.

Fig. 8. Influence of the thickness of the porous
layers on the turbulent kinetic energy profile at
the exit of the partly porous channel (For Da=103, R =104).
e

Figure 7 shows the thickness effect of the porous
layer on the velocity profile at the exit of the
channel. For Reynolds number (Re=104) and Darcy
number (Da=10-3), we notice that the lower is the
passage section of the clear fluid, the more
important is the acceleration of the fluid in the
central part of the channel. With the imposed flow
rate (Re=104), the axial velocity increases up to
70% in the central part of the channel. The
maximum velocity located in the central part (clear
fluid region) increases proportionally with the
thickness of porous medium. The fluid escapes
from the porous matrix and moves towards the clear
region in the center of the channel.

According to the work of Boubendir and Chikh
(2009), the maximum production of turbulent
kinetic energy has been obtained for small
thicknesses. The analysis of the effect of the
thickness of the porous substrate has shown the
existence of optimal and critical thicknesses
(thickness close to 20% of the channel height) for
which we have a maximum heat transfer.
Therefore, in the following results, we present the
case where the porous layer occupies 20% of the
channel height.
The simulation results in Fig. 9 show that the
permeability and porosity of the porous medium
have a significant influence on the velocity profile.
The decrease of the permeability leads to a greater
flow rate flowing in the clear fluid region and
consequently the maximum value of velocity is
reached in the center of channel. Moreover, a
reduction of the porosity yields a lower volume
fraction within the porous layer and causes a
decrease in velocity.

Fig. 7. Influence of the thickness of the porous
layers on the axial velocity profile at the exit of
the partly porous channel (For Da=10-3, Re=104).
Figure 8 presents the evolution of turbulent kinetic
energy for different thicknesses of the porous layer,
occupying from 20% to 80% of the channel height.
When the thickness of the porous medium
increases, the turbulent kinetic energy increases in
the fluid zone and reaches its maximum at the zone
near the fluid/porous interface. Although the section
of the fluid region decreases, the fluid flow
increases which causes an increase in the coefficient
of friction in the fluid/porous interface which
becomes important. The inertial effects and the

Fig. 9. Effect of Darcy number and porosity on
axial velocity at the exit of the partly porous
channel (For Re=104, δp=20%H).
Figure 10 shows the effect of the Darcy number
and porosity on the temperature profile.
Decreasing the Darcy number decreases the pore-
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scale fluid velocity, resulting in a significant
decrease in the temperature. We notice a clear
decrease in temperature when the porosity
decreases. For constant permeability the effect of
porosity greatly affects the temperature of the
fluid. The lower the porosity; the higher the
thermal conductivity ratio is, which causes an
increase in the temperatures.

Fig. 11. Influence of the effective thermal
conductivity on the average temperature at the
exit of the partly porous channel (For Re=104).

Fig. 10. Effect of Darcy number and porosity on
the temperature profile at the exit of the partly
porous channel (For Re=104, δp=20%H).
To analyze the effect of the thermal conductivity
ratio on heat transfer, a parametric study was
carried out in order to follow the evolution of the
average temperature and the Nusselt number
established according to different conductivity
ratios for different permeability values of the porous
layer. The simulation results are illustrated in Fig.
11 and Fig. 12 respectively.

Fig. 12. Influence of the effective thermal
conductivity on the local Nusselt number at the
exit of the partly porous channel (For Re=104).

6.

CONCLUSION

The present work is a numerical study of heat
transfer for a turbulent flow in a channel partially or
filled by a porous substrate. The single domain
approach
is
applied
in
the
numerical
implementation and the continuous conditions at the
fluid/porous interface are applied. To improve the
heat transfer with the presence of a porous medium,
the choice of the Reynolds number, the thickness of
the porous layer, its permeability, porosity, effective
thermal conductivity will play an important role on
the flow and on the heat exchange in the channel.
The maximum of turbulent kinetic energy is
observed in the region near the fluid/porous
interface and is strongly influenced by inertial and
shear effects. This highly sensitive area requires a
refined treatment with adaptive laws.

Notice that in Fig. 11, a considerable increase in the
average temperature of the fluid at the outlet section
of the channel. This increase is controlled by the
increase in the thermal conductivity ratio. For a
value of Rc = 10.9, the fluid temperature at the exit
of the channel reaches a maximum increase of 10%
compared to the case of the ratio Rc = 1. The
temperature continues to increase to reach an
asymptotic value. The influence of the Rc shows the
existence of an optimal ratio of thermal
conductivity for which the temperature reaches its
maximum.
Figure 12 shows the variation of the Nusselt
number established for different ratios of thermal
conductivity for different permeability values of the
porous medium. The results show that increasing
the thermal conductivity of the porous substrate
makes it possible to increase the Nusselt number
which follows a quasi-exponential law before
stabilizing towards an asymptotic value. The
increase in the Nusselt number corresponds to a
significant improvement in heat transfer to reach an
optimum value beyond which the heat transfer
reaches its maximum. A clear improvement is noted
compared to the fully fluid case for conductivity
ratio values beyond Rc = 10. Heat transfer is
significantly improved with lower permeability.
When the porous medium is more permeable the
heat exchange becomes higher.

The increase in the ratio of thermal conductivities
improves considerably the heat transfer and allows
a maximum of heat exchange. In addition to the
optimum value of the thermal conductivity ratio, the
improvement of the heat exchange depends on
permeability of the porous layer. A maximum
production of turbulent kinetic energy has been
obtained for small thicknesses of the porous layer.
The results show that the mathematical model
developed in this study makes it possible to predict
the thermal and dynamic characteristics of a
turbulent flow in a channel partially or filled with a
porous medium.
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